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ABSTRACT
The top cloud providers offer more than a hundred serverless ser-
vices, such as Function-as-a-Service and various ML-based Services
speech to text, text to speech, or translation. Unfortunately, while
the cloud provider SDKs simplify the usage of serverless services,
they also lock the users to use services of the respective provider
only. Moreover, the dynamic and heterogeneous nature of the un-
derlying serverless infrastructure introduces other deficiencies for
agile development, automated deployment, and efficient and effec-
tive execution of serverless workflow applications.

This talk will present our advances [1, 2] in many steps of server-
less application life-cycles: development, modeling, and running
serverless workflow applications that use various serverless man-
aged services in federated serverless infrastructures. The main goal
is to follow the approach "Code Once Run Everywhere" where the
developers code their "intents" and the runtime systems then selects
the specific deployment of end-point managed cloud services.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Cloud computing.
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